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65 Mx-1êb-2c-1êb-1t-2m-E-1êb-1êb-2cµMx-1êbµ
1êêRaw 6:35.01
Powerbomb-ThroughTable; Good exchanges and with some pickup at about 1/2, good effort, suited close.
µ ThroughTable ChrisNowinski (self-inflicted top-rope dive 5:55.12) MollyHolly (BubbaRayDudley 6:34.70)
Singles
1. Booker T v 2. William Regal
51 Mx-1-2-1-2-1
2Raw 3:13.81
ScissorsKick-Pin; Opened OK, with good shots early, and mostly consistent, slowed some, held to finish fairly.

75 Mx-Mx-1-1-2-2-E-2-2-Mx-1-1-2
3Raw 9:39.44
Pedigree-Pin; Slow and held, with some calculated action, strategic, light drive, and with balance.

Kept short here, but with substance to speak of. Contest held consistent for the most
part, and while there was nothing too bright to note, the activity was fair enough and
match avoided detractions, overall. This slowed a bit near the end, but the finishing
series allowed this to hold on well enough and break the 50 line. Borderline good.

World Heavyweight Championship- G1
Some of the match had a strategic feel to it, which helped here among a generally slow
pace. Some light pickup at the 3/4 mark helped out as well and the match momentum
was balanced throughout. Would have liked this to actually decide who got the
championship but hard to argue with the end result seemingly being similar. Quite good.

2v1êHandicap

1. Lance Storm and Christian v 2. Kane

58 (03.06) 2-2-1c-1s-1c-E-2-2-2
4Raw 5:23.99
Chokeslam-Pin; Started welêl and steadied, slowed about 5/8, with some fair/good efforts, held on.

A pretty good effort for Kane following his extended layoff. Perhaps more offense for the
supposedly handicapping team in order to improve on this. For time, pace probably
should have been take up a notch, but can forgive that this time around. Contest held
on here for some good marks, but will watch for and expect better in coming.

Singles

1. Big Show v 2. Tommy Dreamer

09 (01.97) 1-1-1
5Raw 2:42.19
¶Chairshot(BigShow); Contained a semi-good display, but too lêight on substance otherwise.

Merit of this match is the somewhat good display by the Big Show, and given the
premise was not expecting to see much from Dreamer. However, this deprived the
match of any other substance this could have had. Show gets the win, but only after
Dreamer chairs him senseless (I'll take it). Only 6RAW keeps this out of night's worst.

SinglesLingeriePil ow-SpGuestRef

1. Stacy Keibler v 2. Terri
Sp. Guest Referee-Jerry Lawler
-0 (11.03) Mx-1-2*2
6Raw 1:43.70
PowerbombMountForwardFalêl-Pin; Match type self-inflicts handêiêcap, no merit.

Another RAW, another zero assigned for the third consecutive week. Undoubtedly, this
has gotten out of hand. These matches do nothing to improve the shows quality, and
possibly serve to put a sizeable dent in it. Lawler's presence repelled as expected. Not
a single thing worth merit; would merit negatives if The Lines employed them.

2v2Tag

1. Triple H and Chris Jericho v 2. Rob Van Dam and Ric Flair

79 (03.59) 1x-2v-1j-2f-1h-1j-E-2v-∫-1j-1h-2v-2v
7Raw 9:36.80
FiveStarFrogSplash-Pin; Quite good exchange among mostly above par pace, progressed steadily, some drive late.

BREAKDOWNS: Time: 7 Matches with 0 No contests (38:54.94) about 29.94 % of show time.

1 instance of interference (1 meaningful); ” Meaningful interference
6Raw *JerryLawler ”

slashwrestling.com

Good way to open here with each person getting a share of the match. Match held
pretty well throughout with good action. Good outings by Stratus and Dudley here worth
mentioning. Table spots were OK, but the rule change without notice was confusing and
would have liked it to go down to one-on-one. Good balance of the elements.

Singles

1. Ric Flair v 2. Triple H

Types: 4 Singles (1 Title Match, 1 LingeriePiêlêlow);
ê2 Tag (0 Title Matches, 1 IntergenderTable); 1 2v1-Handicap

rsortegajr¢yahoo.com

2v2IntergenderTagTables

1. Trish Stratus and Bubba Ray Dudley v 2. Chris Nowinski and Molly Holly

Match good to close on, especially given the fiasco preceding this. Quite good action
found here. A particularly good extraneous element was Flair's saving Van Dam. If this
marks Van Dam's time to ascend, not a bad outing to go on. Match had some drive
contained within the finishing series. Overall, approaching strong, Best of the night.

Average Match Rating (6 Matches) 48.14

BestOfTheNight: 7Raw TripleH and ChrisJericho v RobVanDam and RicFlair

79

Extraneous Segment Aggregate

-0.50

WorstOfTheNight: 6Raw StacyKeibler v Terri

-0

Overall Show Score

47.64

Turns: Crash defects from Raw to SmackDown.

Title Changes: None

SPECIAL NOTE: Re-introduction of the World Heavyweight Championship belt calêls Brock Lesnar's Undisputed Championship into question. World Championship is granted Grade-1 status pending further developments.
SHOW ASSESSMENT: By overalêl score, a bit above the last showing, but stil not nearly where it needs to be. Another show with a zero rating is obviously detrimental.
RATINGS: I stil continue with the system of using pre-match action and post-match to value a contest while giving the primary emphasis to the match itself which includes basic ring psychology, pace, mechanics and execution of move sets and high
spots, the finish and its enjoy-ability, and how much the match advances a story line, if there is one to advance. But another element that I must convey is that I let the opening match or two set a baseline and then perform some
degree of comparison of later contests to the baseline.

NON-MATCH
SEGMENTS
AND SCORES

¡Bischoff revives (+1) DISPUTED once again, I was wondering
and awards World if they would try this.
Championship Belt
to HHH, Flair
contests, set 3Raw
¡Bubba confronts (+0.5) Pretty good way to describe the
HHH, calls belt
championship.
"salvation"\
¡Chris on Molêly
(-1) Just fuel the idiot (Lawler).
(0) Little late to even try a phony
¡Coach INT
UnAmericans on
justification like that.
pride/labor day

¡Bischoff sets
lingerie pil ow mtc.
¡Y2J on Flair
getting title shot
¡Ross/Lawler INT
Michaels
¡Pst3Raw Y2J/
Flair/HHH/RVD
¡Bischoff wants
show to impress
Someone leaving?

(-1) For even setting what wil probably
be the third week with a zero match.
(0) Don't worry about that title shot.
It shall yield nothing.
(+0.5) Revenge with a side of sledge.
(0) I sense a new match, or interference
in one to come.
(0) For family matter? A few possibilities,
but offhand, none which would be too
ground breaking.

CLOSING NOTES:
1. If the sixth was not bad enough, did they really have to stage a product endorsement in there as welêl? JêêR: Looks like Castrol.... ?
2. Did I miss someone setting up that first table on the far side of the ring? Telekinetic powers, maybe?
3. Like firing a machine gun then learning that you are aiming at the wrong man, so goes Eric Bischoff tonight.
4. When things could not get worse for Jericho, he loses his title shot so the champ can not get his revenge on Van Dam.
5. I think that was one of the louder reactions for the spinarooni that I have heard in a while.

¡Post4Raw Kane
UnAmer/Bradshaw
stops flag burning
¡Post5Raw
ChairAssault
¡Bischoff sets
2v2 Main
Event
¡Bischoff thinks it's
Jeff, 3 minutes,
but its Crash
¡Post6Raw Terri
clocked

(+0.5) If they ever do succeed, WWE wiêlêl
come under fire never thought possible.
(+0.5) That's an impression, or two, or three...
(0) No title shot for you Jericho. So,
something did come out of the post 3Raw
confrontation.
(+0.5) Well if you are going to screw up,
do it with some style.
(-2) For daring to continue this embarrassment.

